-DRAMATURGICAL NOTESBaltimore Observed is an experiment in collaboration.
Over the past semester, a group of Towson University graduate students
delved into the nature of the city of Baltimore, collecting photographs, videos,
soundscapes, newspaper articles, interviews, court transcripts, radio excerpts,
old Baltimore TV footage, musical recordings, city documents, and material
from Sun obituaries to create an impressionistic performance piece about the city
based on this “found” material.
Most of the text in the show is verbatim; snippets are imagined; all of it
is based on actual events or conversations.
We began the project with eight students, but along the way we sucked
in as many talented grads and undergrads as we could muster to help us shape
this show. We also collaborated with a group of UMBC grad students who were
working with Professor Steven Bradley there; their images and soundscapes are
both part of the performance and part of the lobby installation pieces.
Here at Towson, the students worked with Towson professor Stephen
Nunns, journalist & playwright Karen Houppert, and New York City-based
director Eric Nightengale to sift through the material, grapple with diverse sensibilities, and develop ways of performing this unconventional material.
We tried to resist the temptation to tidy this script into a simple linear
plot or monolithic viewpoint since—it seems to us—this work-in-progress that
is the city of Baltimore resists such tidy resolutions itself.
In the end, we hung the script on then-Mayor Martin O’Malley’s
Believe Campaign, drawing heavily on documents from the actual marketing
presentation made to the mayor in 2002, because we thought the exhortation
to believe—part bravado based on the notion that change can come through
the sheer willpower of sloganeering and part, a last resort desperate plea for
salvation—exempliﬁed the curious mix of conﬂicting feelings folks have for this
city: love, frustration, pride, anger.
As O’Malley grew as a character, we incorporated the story of the
Dawson family. The Dawsons, who took the mayor at his word when he urged
them to call 1-866-B-E-L-I-E-V-E to report drug dealers in their neighborhood,
paid a high price for their belief. After making 109 calls to report drug activity,
their house was ﬁre-bombed. Twice. The ﬁrst time, they survived. The second
time, on October 16 at 2:18 a.m. local drug dealer Darrell Brooks kicked in the
door, splashed gasoline on the stairs while the Dawsons slept, and lit a match.
The family of seven perished.
What that incident meant for the mayor, who championed the cause
through the Believe campaign and repeatedly urged citizens to report drug
activity, is unknown—although we do know that he lashed out at WBAL shock
jocks who blamed him for the Dawson deaths. As the mayor struggled with the
repercussions of this, so too does the city continue to struggle with how to best
solve its myriad of problems without growing jaded or complacent: We want to
believe.
--Karen Houppert
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